
QI-ANXIN Threat Intelligence Center- Defend
against Threats with inside Intelligence in China
QI-AN泪N Thr，四t Intelligence Center (QAXTIC) is a prof·臼sional threat intelligence team belonging t。 QI-ANXIN

Group. Based on advanced big data on netw。rk secu帅， QAXTICfocu臼s on developing key technolog胁。n

network security. By。咱anizing an excellent team of TOP expe巾all over the Asian-Pacific region, QAXTIC own 

the complete and accurate capacity on threat intelligence analysis, and provide relevant service t。。咱anizations

and enterp时ses on thr，凶t prot臼tion of network secu向．

As 。ne 。f the la咱est vendors on threat intelligence in China, QI-ANXIN engages in c。｜｜民ting and anal严ing

malware and 。，ther network data. From independent study, busin臼s cooperation, and open sources, QI-AN泪N

has accumulated more than 1 trilli。n files, and y锦rs of pDNS data. At the same time, QI-ANXIN continually 

monitors APT groups on this planet and publishes analysis reports on APT activities (h忧ps://ti.qianx-

in.com/bl。g/tag从PT/). s。 far, network secu由y se『vices from QI-ANXIN has covered m叫0的of g。，vernment

sect。r and large』scale enterprises in China. 

＠》．…r 。fC。mpromise (IOC 

By m。n忧:oringnetwork infrastn』cil」re us刨by cyber attacker, QAXTIC could provide accurate IOCs, which h副ps

enterpris臼 t。青nd。ut their comprom陆ed endpoin恒and block risk as soon臼possible.节1陪a intelligence臼n

『educe Mean-Time-To-Detect (MTTD) signifi臼ntl弘which brings extra time t。 implement揭curity measurements 

of containment, mitigati。n, and remediation. Furthermore, the actual loss臼n be c。ntrolled in a l。wer level. 

• File Reputati。n

Relying on同ch锦mple陪s。urces in the cloud and various technical methods, QAXTIC can judge whether a file 

is malicious and provide mo陪 information like malware type and malware famil弘By SE坦rching for hash value 

and 。，ther indica1。rs, subscribers could 。btain results with rich context informati。n, including indicator of c。m

promise OOC), t。 stimulate c。rrelati。n and analysis. 

• IP Reputati。n

QAXTIC pn。vides details ab。ut IP addresses including their location, auton。m。us system number (ASN), 

。wners type (e.g. enterprise gateway, carrier ex忧，individl』al user), malware attribut臼（e.g. DD饨，b。，tnet, spam, 

brute force, and scanner), etc. Acco叫ing to a cer回in IP ’s malicious attributes, network administ阻t。r can block 

those IPs which has automat创attack behavi。rs such部肯aquently scanning, cr回ential stuffing attack, etc. By 

lev，田aging IP intelligence, network security staffs can classify existing security alarms and 。btain m。陪 details

。n a眈ackers.
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